ACROSS
1  First Asian American four-star general and the US Chief of Staff of the Army from 1999-2003: Eric _________
8  Traditional Japanese hostess trained to entertain via conversation, traditional dance and singing
11 English word for "atsui"
12 First Asian American to fly in space; he was aboard the Space Shuttle Challenger when it crashed in 1986: Ellison _________
15 US Senator from Hawaii from 1963 until his death in 2012; fought in WWII with the 442nd Infantry Regiment and lost his right arm in combat
18 An ogre or demon in Japanese folklore; generally depicted as hulking, scary and with horns
19 Traditional Japanese lightweight, short, baggy-sleeved "coat" worn during festivals
21 Japanese word for "family crest"
22 A masterless samurai; legendary 18th century event in Japan in which samurai avenged the death of their leader is known as: 47 _________
23 3.14159...; March 14 is National ___ Day and people celebrate with a certain dessert
24 Japanese hot spring
26 In 1990, this Hawaiian was the first non-Japanese-born wrestler to reach yokozuna, sumo's highest rank; at the time he was 6' 8", 514 pounds
30 Largest Japanese airline (abbreviation)
33 Japanese word for "squid"
34 Japanese word for "honorarium," gift of thanks, often money
35 Japanese American Congressman represented Sacramento in the US House of Representatives from 1979-2005 and was succeeded by his wife Doris: _____ Matsui
English verb for "yomu"

Japanese American artist and writer best known for her book, Citizen 13660, a collection of drawings and text chronicling her experiences at Tanforan and Topaz: **Miné _______

Japanese American sculptor known for hanging wire sculptures and public fountains in San Francisco, including one in Japantown's Buchanan Street mall: **Ruth _______

State where the Poston and Gila River WWII concentration camps were located

Japanese fried chicken nuggets

Japanese word for "rain" or "hard candy"

Japan's iconic volcano and tallest peak (2 words, abbreviation)

Japanese word for "animation;" animation style characterized by colorful graphics and vibrant characters

Indigenous ethnic group of Japan who primarily reside in Hokkaido

Kewpie is a popular Japanese brand of this condiment (abbreviation)

Japanese bath; originally in a deep, wooden tub
e.g. Akita or Shiba

This Japanese city is known for its deer park and the largest bronze buddha in the world

Japanese organizing expert best known for her "tidying up" books and Netflix series: **Marie _______

Japanese American painter who taught art at UC Berkeley and founded art schools in Tanforan and Topaz: **Chiura _______

Japanese spinach salad with sesame dressing

Japanese word for "rural area" or "countryside"

*ga, gi, gu, __*, *go*

Japanese comics or graphic novels

Japanese word used to count people
72 \textit{sa, shi, su, \ldots, so}

73 Japanese founder of Nissin Food Products who invented Top Ramen and Cup O' Noodles: \textbf{Momofuku ______}

74 Term for anyone who is 65+ years old (abbreviation)

75 English translation of "tabemasho:" \textit{Let's ___!}

76 Japanese pickled daikon; it is yellow and crunchy

77 Japanese word for "name"

78 Japanese rice porridge
DOWN
1 Edible leaf, also called perilla, served as garnish with sashimi and other Japanese dishes; similar to mint
2 Japanese word for "book"
3 Judge who presided over the OJ Simpson murder trial in 1995: **Lance**
4 Japanese word for "goodbye"
5 Japanese word for "child"
6 Type of sushi often described as a "football"
7 Japanese soup containing mochi that is eaten on New Year's Day
8 **, gi, gu, ge, go**
9 Site of the 1972 Winter Olympics; this Japanese city on Hokkaido is known for its beer, skiing and annual Snow Festival
10 Japanese word for "fall" or "autumn;" the fall festival is called: **Matsuri**
13 Japanese word for "sea urchin;" popular type of sushi with distinct color and texture
14 Roasted soy bean powder; often used as garnish on manju and mochi
16 Japanese plum; the pickled version is salty, sour and usually eaten with rice (abbreviation)
17 Japanese word for "fate" or "karma"
20 "Matsu" is this type of tree in English
25 Noodles made from buckwheat flour; served hot in broth or chilled with **dipping sauce**
27 Japanese persimmon
28 "Bubble tea;" cold tea beverage containing milk and tapioca balls
29 Japanese word for "delicious" or "tasty"
31 Bite-sized Japanese rice cracker flavored with soy sauce
32 WWII concentration camp located in central CA and depicted in the book **Farewell to**
35 Confectionary shop in San Francisco's Japantown famous for manju
39 Type of body of water that separates Japan from Korea and Russia
Expensive Japanese beef known for its superior marbling; Kobe is its most famous variety

Japanese word for a gift one gives to friends and family upon returning from a trip

Name of Matt Okada's dog; also animated Disney film about a clownfish: Finding 

Traditional Japanese style of bedding; the western version is often a low, wooden sofa bed with a slatted frame

US President who signed into law the Civil Liberties Act of 1988, which granted reparations to Japanese Americans interned during World War II

Japanese pickled vegetables

Japanese word for "sweet"

He defeated Congressman Mike Honda in 2016 to represent Silicon Valley: ___ Khanna

Small neighborhood police stations in Japan; sometimes just a simple box like the one in SF's Japantown in the 1980s

Sash worn with kimono; can be simple for everyday wear or very elaborate for formal affairs

Traditional Japanese cabinet used for storing items like clothing, kitchen items

Legendary Japanese film director and screenwriter: _____ Kurosawa

The atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima was called "Little Boy," the one dropped on Nagasaki was called "Fat ___"

Sweet red bean paste made from azuki beans; common filling in Japanese confections like manju and mochi

Traditional Japanese sandal worn with a kimono; the raised wooden base with fabric strap makes a distinctive "clomping" sound when walking

Japanese word for the number "seven"

The airport code for Tokyo's Narita International Airport (e.g. San Francisco is SFO)
72 Most common honorific suffix used when addressing someone by name in Japanese; sign of respect used with males, females, surnames and given names
73 Japanese word for the color "red"